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Haggar runs for city council
T>r. George Hagigiair, Assi'rabaint
Professor of FoiMiaeail Science art
WLU has announced he is run-
miimg for aMeir.miain of Wabertoo on
December 4.
What was oriigwuallly sHaited as
an ultra-diuilll Council election by
Eitcheroeir-Waiterlloo Reeoird news
editor Sandy Baird promiises now
to be nothing of the sort, thanks
tbo Dr. Haggar.
In a Card interview conducted
Tuesday Haggar spoke out boild-l-
-|y stating that these elections,
usually ruin on a personality basis
and not necessarily issue-oriented
will see a. drastic reversall this
yiear.
; "Thus far, the ejection has
been issueless, and yet there aire
ifundameimtal issues that must be
highlighted-problems such as land
speculation, and associated ideas:
housing, urban sprawl, urban
planning and ireraewall. I intend to
maise issues that haveni'rt been
naiised, issues of the most urgent
nature and of serious consequence
to thepeople of this community."
University administration •
an oligarchy
Dr. Haggair makes it eteair that
tie will nioit remain -sitlequt regard-
ing tihie inmeir adimiiiraistijatiion of
the univeirsitias either.
"The two universities of Water-
loo have imiternal problems which
meifllect on Ilbe well-being of the
community. I woulid like to bring
to the attention of Council the
necessity foir the democratization
of the uraiveinsities, by curbing
the power of the oligarchy that
exists. The administratoris wave
been a law unito themselves, and
by their training and persuasion
aire unable to grasp the present
as history. My 'aim is to make
a university government respon-
sible to and made uip of eonstiidu-
ernts — sibud'einibs, aluiminii, teach-
ers, and community representa-
tives. Furthermore, the univeaisii-
tieis, being integral parts of the
eoimimuniity, should be miadie ac-
coumifcaible to the corwmuniity.
Within the context of thiis, I
wouild like to poinlt out that Wa-
terloo Lutheran University is
NOT a private enterprise insti-
tution, but a publicly financed
one."
On the topic of regional plan-
ning Haggar had tints to say.
"There is an immediate need 'to
plan for future development on
ail levels. Waterloo has an ex-
cellent potential, and to see it
realized means planning. Plan-
ning means that the land specu-
lators, social parasites, and mon-
ey ehamgetns will be told no! —no! to privateers — no! to pro-
fiteering — no! to the legal rob-bery of the people of Waterloo!"
T>oes Dr. Haggair place much
faith in the abilities of the other
nominees? Hardily.
Waterloo Trust
be damned !
"These issues haveto be raised,
■and no prospective nominee has
raised them. Almost all nomin-
ees are insurance agents, busi-
ness operators, or under the spell
of business eithios. The balance
must be redressed in favour of
community representation. After
all, Waterloo is not a single fac-
tory owned by theWaterloo Trust,
and the ethics oif the Trust must
not be the ethics oif the commu-
nity."
"But what irritates me most is
the predominance oif uSiMtairiam-
isim within the univeinsitieis, who
instead of cultivating minds, pix>-
duce robots to matoe the world
safe for capitalism!"
Will he win?
Does Haggar believe he'll win?
You bet.
"There aire a good many peo-
ple who are dissatisfied with the
status quo — both the workers inthe community, and students —independent people wbo look to
issues of consequence. The prob-
lems facing us must be articul-
ated. Feelings of frustration and
impotence must be transformed
into intelligible programs that
answer the needs of a technologi-
cal society."
Stormies in trouble
' Tonight, a concert with the"Stormy Clovers" is being pre-
sented in the Theatre Auditorium.
The cost of this concert is $2,000.
To this date we stand to lose ap-
proximately $1,500.
i I urge you all to hellp W.L.U.
avoid this diisastarous loss.
This is your money that is be-
ing cast out and the majority of
you don't realize this, or, at least
It appears that you don't.
Please come out tonight and
Support this concert.
Ist is imperative that we lose
nothing. If we lose, all concerts,
dances, etc. will be suspended for
(he remainder of this year and
possibly next year.
Thank you.
—SUBOG Entertainment
Committee.
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Thought for the day:
(Administration is a word 1
invented by the Parker bro- 1
thers.) J.K. J
Ex-Dean Schaus
Pres gets vice-presidency
Dr. Henry Enciness, acting
Pirasidiemt of WLU, announced
Monday that be will taike on the
duties of Vice President in charge
of Educational Services.
The announcement marks the
third top administrative position
that the President holds, either
temporarily or on a permanent
basis. Dr. Endress is also Vice
President; Director of Univer-
sity Resources.
In announcing the development,
Dr. Endireiss revealed that the
parson originally slated to fill
the post has declined the offeir.
This post has been empty since
the announced resignation last
week of Dr. Fred Speckeen.
Dr. Endress maintains that he
will take over the job for an kie
terim period only.
"Mr. GJrefo, Chairman of the
Board, and I have agreed that,
for the time being I shall take
on the responsibilities that Dr.
Speckeen is vacating and that I
sfhall carry out the duties with
the help of Dr. Henry yon Moitke,
Director of University Planning,'*
the President said.
Photo by Vair
Professor Haggar
Former Dean Schaus returning as academic counsellor
Dr. Lloyd H. Schaus, former
Dean of Waterloo Lutheran Uni-
versity will return to the univer-
sity as Assistant to the Vice-Pre-
sident: Aoademic Counsellor, it
was announced by Acting Presi-
dent Endress Monday. He has
been on a one-year sabbatical
leave since his resignation from
the school last spring.
ence. and administrative compe-
tence, Dean Peters requested that
further benefit be derived from
Dr. Schaus through his appoint-
ment to this position.
Dr. Schaus' duties as academic
counsellor will consist of assist-
ing students with their academic
problems, specifically in the
areas of course selection, and
progress integration. He will be
available to parents who wish to
discuss the academic future of
their children.
Schaus has been associated
with Waterloo Lutheran for 31
years. It began as a student, and
continued when he was appointed
to the Senate of the University of
Western Ontario during the years
of our affiliation with Western.
During the last 20 years he has
directly participated in the life
and growth of the university as
its dean.
Because of his years of experi-
A second area of responsibility
will be to provide liason between
the school and the Provincial De-
partment of Education. He will
interpret the changing require-
ments of the Ontario College of
Education, and in other ways as-
sist students interested in teadhy
ing careers.
Schaus will also engage in aca-
demic research — visiting otheruniversities to gain information
regarding iheir programs, to pro-
vide WLU with a reliable guide
for academic evaluation.
Concerning the future of WLU
Dr. Schaus had this to say. ''Wa-
terloo Lutheran University has
built up an impressive reputation
over the years. In specific areas,
such as the school of Business
and Eonomics, and in the Human-
ities, our graduates are sought
after. Our reputation can be
greatly enchanced over the fu-
ture years as an independent
school providing specialized
training. The future of this
school is a bright one!"
The pill—will it work?
Who dunnlt?
Who set off the bombs that
mocked the halls at three in the
morning in East Hall? Was it
Trotsky, Lenin, One or was it
flhe 1.0.D.E.?
"Al I know is that there was
a roar like you wouldn't believe.
Burning paper blew right across
imy room. It was like Vietnam,"
said one exoifced student.
Two M-80's, sawed off pieces
of dynamite, and a dozen canon
firecrackers have exploded on the
third floor of the residence.
"I don't know who's doing it,"
said Russ Monitieth, the don of
fhe floor.
Others interviewed did not
Beem as mystified but were re-
luciant to offer any suggestions
as to the identity of the bombers.
"There wiM be no retaliation,"
said one student, in a rather ex-
cited voice.
Anoitlher student said propheti-
cally, "Come around on Thursday
after the English test if you want
to see some real action."
"Yes ladies, lih.e pM is almost
100% affective" Miss Dawson, a
registered nurse from the Online
Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd. told two
hundred girls in the Women's Re-
sidence Monday night.
"But" she cautioned, "it should
never be taken without a doctor
knowing 'beforehand. Let's faceit some girls can take it and somecan't."
Attentive freshetites and upper
classmen alike listened as Miss
Dawson pointed out that "birth
control is essentially a woman's
problem." "FHirtherimore" she
went on, "it is only one aspect of
family planning. Many other are-
•as are involved."
Miss Dawson proceeded to trace
the historical evolution of the
birtih control concept. Although
most people consider it a late
twentieth century idea, the pa'ob-
lem has been evident since the
beginning of time. The speaker
pointed to the Bible here for
proof.
Later, Misis Dawson stressed
■the importance of choosing the
connect bintlh control method. "It
(the method) must be acceptable
to both the man and the woman
in marriage."
All ended on an optimistic note
when Miss Dawson revealed that
"happier atmosiphere prevail
throughout the maternity wards
today because women now have
planned pregnancies."
The exclusively female lecture
was enthusiastically received and
one female observer later re*
marked, in reference to the
speaker "She's not married!"
Photo by Vair
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MP sees change in Canada's international role
by Lynn Smith
"We often think a Canadian
utterance will have profound re-
percussions on the world as a
whole. In believing this I think
we are deceiving ourselves."
These are the words of Heath
MacQuarrie, Conservative MP
for Queens in Prince Edward
Island, speaking at the Young
Progressive Conservative Con-
ference held at the University
of Waterloo last Saturday.
MacQuarrie's luncheon talk
was part of a programme en-
titled 'Canada's Second Century'
presented by the Progressive
Conservative Clubs from both
campuses and the K-W Young
Progressive Conservatives.
"Canadian initiative often lacks
power, context, and influence,"
MacQuarrie said. "We often do
many things ourselves which we
criticize the Americans for."
The MP cited the American
wish to be loved by ever>\one
as an example. "We criticize
them for this attitude, yet look at
how we took Dc Garnle's re-
marks!" he said.
MacQuarrie continued to as-
sail Canadians, this time in re-
gard to what he labelled "their
easy-way-omit" solutions to prob-
lems.
"We cry for the recognition
of Red China in the UN, for
South Africa to be pushed out
of the Commonwealth, and for
America to stop bombing Viet
Nam, as if these moves would
accomplish something. South Afri-
ca is out of the Commonwealth
but does that solve the prob-
lem?"
Canadians, he insists, are gul-
lible and naive. "We search for
a creative foreign policy and end
up with the American point of
view. We must re-examine our
international role. We are not a
neutral power. Our position and
history prevent this. We are in-
volved. Heavens, we couldn't
even keep out of the Boer War!"
Mr. MacQuarrie views the an-
ti-Ameirioainisim prevalent among
Canadians as "sinful and shame-
ful." It can hardly be the solu-
tion to our search for a unique
identity, he says.
Concerning external aid, Mac-
Quarrie says we must "examine
what we are doing rather than
applaud ourselves for what we
have done. I would suggest that
we are giving too little to too
many."
In short, Heath MacQuarrie
feels Canada must push for a
"realisitic mather than an emo-
tional approach to our problems."
Apathy baffles Spence
Junior-Senior party almost fizzles
The on again, off again Junior-
Senior Class "semiformal, set for
Saturday night at the Kress Ho-
tel in Preston is on again (we
think).
And although the Junior-Sen-
ior Class stands at present to lose
between $225 and $250 on the
venture, they have decided to go
through with it, Herb Spence,
Senior Class President told the
CORD Tuesday,
"We honestly thought we
might get 200 couples to buy
tickets," Spence revealed. But by
Tuesday evening a meager 37
tickets had been sold.
"I simply do not understand
it," Mr. Spence continued. "I
realize SUBOG has flopped on
a couple of occasions, but as for
us I can't understand where we
slipped up anywhere."
"We were trying to appeal to
everyone. The publicity campaign
was started three weeks in ad-
vance. There were announce-
ments over the PA system, CORD
ads, posters, and even a huge
sign in the Theatre Auditorium
windows."
Furthermore, Spence's execu-
tive appeared to have lots going
for them. "We certainly weren't
stopping sophomores from buying
tickets and the date we were
granted certainly didn't conflict
with other events," Spence ad-
ded.
In reference to the lack of
student support, Mr. Spence com-
mented, "We can't seem to hold
them on campus during week-
ends."
Bo the students care? "Perhaps
they do," Spence said. "They
certainly seem to-get worked up
over legalizing liquor in resi-
dence, that's for sure!"
"Maybe we don't have what
they want. I still think we do
though," he concluded.
Paced with the possibility of
a whooping deficit the Junior-
Senior Class has to, as Spence
puts it "preserve the universi-
ty's name and Stage the best pos-
sible semi-formal we're capable
of."
Hamilton raps government
The Canadian government must
piace a far greater emphasis en
regional deivelopmemt in econo-
mics, former Agriculture Mini-
ster Alvin Haimdlilbon told a -group
of Young Progressive Conserva-
tiiveis Saturday. "Economically,
Canada has a tremendous future,
butt there is a great neeessJty for
hawing national goals applied re-
gionaffiy," he said.
The MP for Qu'AppeUe riding
in Saskatchewan Who, ait one time
wiais a cabinet minister in John
Dietflenhafcer's government, was
speailring at a diinner, pairt of the
one-day Progressive Conservative
Seminar ait the University of Wa-
terloo.
"In regards to monetary and
fecal policy, great harm is being
done by not looking at individual
eases," Mr-. Hamilton continued.
"I would be thefirst to agree that
the inflation of the last five years
has to be met. But why should
this be applied to depressed ar-
eas such as North-Western On-
tario and the Mairitimies? Why
should we hollid back the steel
and " petoo-ebemlcal indunsitiries
which are a sitep ahead of the
U.S.?"
But Hamilton feels that the
member one problem is the abil-
ity to underhand and comimiuni-
cafce with people — to persuadepeople to do tbinigs for them-
selves.
"For yeairs the Scots in Nova
Scotia have farmed on top of
the hills, leaving almiost virgin
white pine strands "in the.valleys.
They're the type of people, who,
if they can't get the cork out by
pulling, will push it in. How do
you get these people to shift?"
Here, then, is an area of poli-
tics ideally suited to intensive
sociological research Mr. HaimM.-
fan says, and cites his own rid-
ing in proof. When first elected
in Qu'Appelle Hamiilton set up a
farmers' under the. direc-
torship of a local priest. As a
result of the co-op, the average
income has quadrupled over the
past ten yeairs.
"Appeal to their pride or eimo-
tions and in this case, individual
participation was the only way to
increase produicttviiby," HaimALtom
concluded.
Hewick resigns from
Students' Council post
Larry Hewkk, a fouuiffii year
Honours Business student, has
stepped down from his position
as Senior Oasis Vice President, it
wais learned Monday.
In an interview Tuesday, Bew-
ick spoke out agaiimisft the alleged
unfairness of Students' Council.
"When I wais elected I wais more
than wining to help out Council
in my capacity ais Vice Presi-
dent," he pointed out.
Later, however, Mr. Hewilck
began to feel a squeeze from cer-
tain Council members and claims
that he was not being allowed to
act ais a restponisdlblie smeimlber of
Council.
"Things thatI 'Should have been
informed about ooocerniinig the
Senior Glass, I never was. I also
feel What the Senior Glass gener-
ally hats ben ffljinfarimed.'*
As one ewampilie, Bewick states
that at no time wais he comsiuibed
about Ante selection of *he Honor-
airy Senior Glass President. The
Vice President warrants such,
concern, he feels.
Herb Spence, Pineisiideinft of the
Senior Glass, differs sharply. "He
(Hewlck) ran for that posiitiiom
but has failed to fuMill it,"
Spence said.
Mr. Hewick has attended but
one Council meeting sdmice he
caime into office. He points ou£,
however, that this is due to Coun-
cil's unwillingness to change their
usuail meeting night (Monday) to
aimotfber night in order to aceom-
miodiate him. Hewick teaches oa
Mionday eveniogs.
Here again, amioibbeir coumioiUofr
disagreed. Jim Giriffliiths, Presi-
dent of Students' Council, main-
tains, "We planned the meetings'"
at the beginimiing of the' year
around Larry Hewick; then, foe
switched his schedule.'*
"Lanry stowed -a great inlfleit<-
esit," the President continued,
"and we appreciated his interest
but he felt that his teaching -and
his seboolwoirk came flinsit."
Further, according to Mr. He-
wick, there is also a degree of
coiriruption within council. "There
seems to be an initeirraal council
who aire in for their own benefit
■and not for the students'," He-
wick stated.
To fill the post vacated by Mr.
Hewick, Council was willing to
stage a new election. This wais
unnecessary, however, since Miss
Eileen Falconer, a fourth year
honours airtts student, will fake
over by virtue of acclamation.
Mr. Hewick states, "another ac-
da/matton."
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Open letter to the faculty
It is obvious by now that the major concern of the
student today is academic democracy.
He is demanding the right to take part in the deci-
sions that affect his life.
Professors are also interested in open decision-making,
and even, god help us, in power.
But unlike students, they are unwilling to stand be-
hind their convictions and to make their disagreements
public.
In short, they are gutless wonders.
They seem to think that they are being brave and
radical when they whisper in a student's ear that they
are unhappy with the present state of affairs.
Their prevailing attitude seems to be "Look kid, don't
quote me on this, but I'm really pissed off with the way
they run things around here."
It doesn't take much courage, to tell a student in a
mysterious and confidential whisper that you are walk-
ing around with your resignation in your pocket. Any-
body can do that.
But it does take courage to act like a man of integrity
and protest injustice when it not infrequently rears its
ugly head.
Recently, the shockingly sudden replacement of Dean
Speckeen was announced at a closed faculty meeting.
Many faculty members later told us that they were ap-
palled by the entire operation.
But not one of them stood up at that meeting and
said "I protest."
Not one of them had the guts to state his beliefs.
We are now publicly challenging the faculty to throw
away the artificial dichotomy between them and the
students that has been created and perpetuated by the
establishment.
Come out of your comfortable segragated lounge. As
long as your are content to play the whisper game with-
in your little coteries, you will get nowhere.
Join with the students in our common struggle for
freedom.
And do it now. It will soon be too late.
Faculty: intellectuals or clerks
by Dr. George Haggar
Department of Political Science
The fundamental issue facing
university faculties in Canada is
whether our "intellectuals" will
continue to act as sales clerks or
begin to act as intellectuals.
Doubtless, most of' them as "lib-
eral-minded-people" consider the
question before us irrelevant as
a social issue, but significant as
an academic exercise in this
world of liberal harmony and
"fellowship".
The exponents of harmony in
\this country have of late dis-
covered that students in fact
have passions and thbse untutor-
ed minds are people.
What is amazing, however, is
that those consumers are raising
questions about the quality of the
sold products and sometimes the
manufaiC'tuining skiSl oif the pro-
ducers. And most irritating of
all, is the fact that the students
are asking the higher clerks —the administrators — about the
conditions of work for the pro-
ducers, the environment in which
they are shopping and above all,
they are demanding a share in
the management of the factory
system. ,
As catalysts of the coming re-
volution, the students are the
harbingers and the heralds of
a new civilization — a civiliza-
tion that asserts that man is not
a speck in the cosmic, dust, nor
a chattel to be bargained about,
nor a child to be assuaged by a
pacifier. They are saying no to
dehumanization, no to pleasant
platitudes, no to programmed
education; they are proclaiming
their humanity in a debauched
milieu and they know who irres-
ponsible for this monstrosity.
In their quest for self-discov-
ery, human committment and
social emacipation, the students
have put their seniors on the
defensive and the latter have re-
acted in a typical ruling-class
manner.
They have either withdrawn
into their shells hoping that this
"generational gap" is a tempor-
ary phenomenon; but having
noticed the mounting tide of the
onslaught, they tried to harness
it so as to reinforce the exist-
ing order and demonstrate their
liberality. Thus the new "public
relations" in the universities, the
commissions, the joint commit-
tees and the new "fellowship."
But all this utilitarian activity
and this "humanism" seem to
have whetted the appetites of
the consumers who are no long-
er satisfied with "joint partner-
ship" and are seeking the sub-
stance of power, not its shadow.
Here, I think, is the crux of
the matter The students have
learned here and elsewhere that
in fact, the supporters of the
status quo have no intention of
sharing in the government of the
university and do not plan to ab-
dicate or surrender. Moreover,
the faculties have become the
Girondists in "this best of all
possible worlds." And since they
do not want any basic change;
they simply want to be "in" on
the secrets of empire and to
achieve this "historic mission"
some of them would like to have
a united front fior the students.
Though most professors are con-
temptuous of "student power",
they think that the "radicals"
are a small but a useful minor-
ity whose immense energies
could best be channeled to ad-
vance professional interests.
Put bluntly, professors have
no regard for student radicalism
and have not examined its con-
tents. But they want to use it
as an instrument to club the ad-
ministrators with rather than use
it as a means of opening new
fields of student-faculty relations
or broadening the existing sour-
ces of co-operation and commun-
ications. This opportunism is be-
ing slowly detected by the stu-
dents but as accredited clerks
and members of the new priest-
hood the professors will go on de-
manding a role commensurate
with their functions in the eter-
nal design of the contemporary
university, thinking that they can
call in the troops if the occasion
requires them. Meanwhile they
will rely on "reason" to persuade
the administration that the "ma-
chine" can be operated more pro-
ductively and more efficiently if
they sat in on more non-account-
able and non-functioning commit-
tees.
To illustrate this principle, let
us cite our campus—the best of
all possible campusses. Here we
have no social community. We
merely havean ecological commu-
nity—a personalized environment
of monads linked together by a
physical plant and a "benign" ad-
ministration whose members pre-
pare and distribute the monthly
"diet" and hope to bridge the
lagging two-year gap between the
national and local diets. The fac-
ulties protest and they grumble
in their "palatial" faculty lounge
and they even talk about "pow-
er," but the moment someone has
access to power, his information
becomes privileged and it cannot
be divulged, etc., etc., etc.
The difficulties of the profes-
sors are compounded by their
lack of collective consciousness
as a group and thus their rela-
tionships with the students can-
not be any more than transaction-
al. For these reasons, the facul-
ties are half-victims, half-accom-
plices and therefore half-human
beings. And this-leads me to say:
unless the intellectual replaces
the clerk, both the administrator
and the teacher will become su-
perfluous clerks in this great pri-
vate enterprise ofi ours. There-
fore, it follows that the intellec-
tual as the interpreter of the
"tradition" must become the au-
thor of the tradition and if ,be
does not, or reifuses to, he, like
his predecessors, must be con-
signed to the dustbin of history.
Knowledge is pain and the de-
mands of virtue are onerous and
only the great create great deeds.
And this epoch is a time of
greaitmeisis, a time of quest, and a
time of love; a time of spring
and a time of passions; a time of
bnoithetrhooid and a time of inte-
a time of choice and a
time 'of auillbenticity; a time of
man becoming man and a time
oif freedom and her majestic un-
folding.
It is a time of revolution!
forum forum
Council has
sold out .
To the editor:
The time was 7-p.m.; the place
was the mezzanine; the occasion
alone bore significance.
The Great Sellout was in pro-
gress.
Business-suited, they sat and
fiddled while outside Rome burn-
ed." The president raised his ba-
ton and the orchestra of well
trained mouths sang out the tune
"We Shall Whitewash AM." (this
of course was sung in a moderate
tempo so as to not disturb any-
one). The Dean of Students lilt a
cigar with a sigh (of saitisfaetion
or relief?); members reported on
their new paper dolls, content
that they were referred to as
Mister by the maestro. Great re-
joicing was in order as they
could again settle back into
double - think. And besides, the
meeting was just like a meeting
of responsible businessmen, al-
most as responsible as a meeting
of their hero's, The Board of
Govermans; bow wonderfully re-•sponsible!Yes Matilda, there is a Students'
Council (though one might some-
times question the s' in the
name). Monday night, they parti-
cipated in the most obvious plan
the power structure of this school
has ever used to dieny student
rights. The administration, with
the total complicity of 'the facul-
ty, denied students the right to
be informed of the resignation of
Dr. Speckeen and to participate
in seleciting the successors to his
two positions. These positions
are the two which most directly
aiffect the lives of students, yet
the faculty was informed before
the students and the positions
were filled without consultation.
The temporary appointee to the
position of Vice-Pnesidietnt is about
ais much in 'the interest of the stu-
dents as Johnson is in the inter-
est of the Vieitmameise. Students'
council did mot take exception to
these facts (perhaps because we
might lose our three student
members on the non-functioining
Cultural Affairs Committee, or
our powerful voice on the Presi-
dential Selection Committee). In-
stead they took out the toys
again; they discussed Winter
Carnival, they discussed Initia-
tions, they discussed the quality
of education, they discussed SU-
BOG inaptitude.
To the Students' Council I say
"Tennessee Williams." You have
proven yourselves to be as in-
capable of meaningful action as
last year's council. You will be
neimembered as the council that
sold out our last chance to re-
form WLU, that gave up all the
unique opportuinities that faced
this institution. You are the quis-
lings', the traitors of 'the cause of
democratization of the univer-
sity; you collabairate, while the
rights of students, the hopes of
students and the dreams of a
great, free, Just, university die
around you. History will have no
mercy on you.
Gray Taylor.
A "new era"
of secrets
To the Editor:
It is indeed 'refreshing to know
that Waterloo Luitlheirairj Univer-
sity has entered a "new era" —of siacinetive deicisocin-mafeimig.
The Latest examples of this are
the. two appointments which were
made a week ago Monday. Ommis-
ciemit "Papa" Henry Endiress (and
■the Board of Governors Execu-
tive) pateirnalistioally appointed
a new Dean of Students and Vice-
President: Educational Services.
"Papa" knew exactly what the
students wanted, supposedly.
Thus, he didn't even need to con-
sult the Students' Council Presi-
dent. "In fairness to the students"
he miadie two quick appointments.
Now, the Deam of Students is
•the one contact that the students
have with the Adiminiistiraitiom of
the University. (Unfortunately,
Dr. Speckeem was so tied up with
his office work that he has sel-
dom been seen by most Frosh
and Sophs — hence very few stu-dents have realized the magni-
tude of their loss). Thus the Dean
should be a person who is well
known and liked by the whole
student body. If this is true, then
why weren't the opinions of the
students (or at least Council
Members) sought regarding the
choice of the new Dean? The
answer is simple — "Papa" End-ress "'thought" that he wais
choosing the right man. He, and
the Board Executive, could have
"thought" wrong. We were lucky.
As for the Vice-President: Edu-
cational Services, he needs to be
just as acutely aware of student
interest-and the needs of the stu-
dents as the Dean does.
Here at WLU, sibud'ant-admiini-
sti'iaition relations have been very
good, up to this point-. Students
"have been graciously invited to
siiit cm two impor'tamit committees,
without having to resort to student
power." The first was the Edu-
cational Services Council (chair-
ed by the Vice-Pireisldent: Edu-
cational Services). The second
was the eomimilttee to choose a
new President for the University.
Why, them, were students not in-
vited to help select these two
people — The Dean and Viiee-Pi-es.? Gould it be, as Rob Brown
intimated, that the *'present pol-
icy of administrative openness"
is over? .....
Al this has been a vary unfor-
tunate turn of events. But there
is yet ome gigantic and horrid
fact overshadowing al else:
Students' Council isn't concerned
about what has happened!
When Council's chief liason of-
ficer to the adminishraitiom was
replaced, what did Council do?
They wagged their proverbial
taiifc, since they lately have been
thrown two "bones." At other
Universities, students are vebe'-
mently protesting ■ such trivial
thiimgis as boiokstbme profits. But
here — nothing. No protestmarch, no sit-in's, no public chai-
lenge for am explanation.
But there is still some time.
It has beem revealed that the
"hoped for" Vice-President will
not be able to come. Thus a new
mam will have to be chosen.
Fellow students — call for avoice om the Vice - Presidential
selection coimmittee. Bug your
council member until he or she,
indeed the whole Council, calls
for. "open decision-making" in
the choice of a new Vice-Presi-
dent.
James Arthur Stanley,
Psych. IV.
(Continued on page 5)
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Harrison
misread
The CORD welcomes letters
from students, faculty and mem-
bers of the Administration, but
please remember these things.
All letters must include your
name address, faculty and year
or position. Anonymous letters
will not be accepted, but we will
print a pseudonym if you have
a good reason. The editors re-
serve the right to shorten lengthy
letters. Letters should be typed,
if possible, and submitted to the
CORD office no later than Mon-
day afternoon.
To the Editor:
In the light of sweet reason, it
is difficult to understand 'the criiti-
cismis of John Harrison ' s
"apathy"' leiiibeir which appeared
in the Cord last week.
First, we must realize tine lim-
its that Mr. Harrison sets in re-
gard to apailhy. He criitlcizes the
more unrealistic aspects of stu-
dent activity such as Student Po-
wer, evaluation of classes, and
the Viet Nam student protest
movement, and I feel he does so
with some justice. It should be
quite apparent that these activi-
ties cam hope to accomplish rela-
tively little while their effect on
the average student is even less.
The point Mr. Harrison seems
to be making is: confine student
activity to a sector which will
be most meaningful to student
life, present and future. The rest
is silence.
The reaction to Mr. Harrison's
letter was quite predictable and
typifies the overtly emotional
activist approach to any situation.
The letter was misread and serv-
ed only as a pretext for illogical
lapses of reason involving Buf-
falo homicides, self-slaughter and
(God help us) atheism. This sort
of attack dazzles only by its blind
audacity.
The trouble with the sort of
activism which Mr. Harrison de-
plores is its obsession with ideas.
Not that ideas are wrong —merely complex. Simple solutions
breed dogmatic approaches and
thank God ours is not an age of
dogma. One has trouble enough
sorting out one's own personal
isituation these days wi!hout pro-
moting panaceas for academic,
not to mention world, problem®.
Well, perhaps the activists and
the interpreters have their prob-
lems solved.
Perhaps.
Patrick Harding.
Harrison
mad too
To the Editor:
Oonrect interpretation is to the
critic a decided advantage.
Through hysterical 'reacrtom, my
mon-aiotivJiby, (i.e. apathy) in the
student quest for power and
fciusibrating student protest sud-
denly has been iffiiogAcaily equated
with my being a cold-blooded ac-
complice to a murder in Buffalo,
not knowing the geographical lo-
cation of Viet Nam and spending
fifty-cent dollars. This being tlbe
ease, where would I find the
energy to shoot myself?
Fortunately my epistle of late
was mot a complete ineißfaciacy.
Dale Smilh certainly brought the
'One salientand very essential fact
to the fore: namely, that there
realy are two "r" 's in Harrison.
The late, .
John Hanrison.
IBP students
defended
To the Editor:
The world is already overrun
by cynics such as your recent
literary expert, P. Hertel, who in
questioning the absence of Afri-
can ISP's from Jean Pierre Bal-
let's lecture wrote. "The ones
supposedly learning and training
for some sort of result."
For the benefit of readers and
those interested, I would like to
say that there was a very enjoy-
able concert put on that same
night by Internaitional students
at the University of Waterloo,
and several African and West
Indian students either took part
or attended simply to enjoy and
share each other's cultural back-
giroundis.
Maybe the poor attendance was
due to the fact that we have al
read enough books about Tarzam
not to be impressed by the at-
tempts of a 65" giant to im-
press pygmies of his manhood.
However, I would like to sug-
gest two things to P. Hertel: 1.
before rushing into -print, find out
the facts; and 2. if he is really
interested ■in the future of Africa
and the Welfare of Africans then
he should make the aicquaintance
of some of the IBP students and
iearm firsthand something about
their hopes, aspirations and fears
for the future.
Jamaican IBP Student
Bruce Ricfcardis,
Hallet
commended
To the Editor:
I would like to reply in part
to the letter concerning Jean-
Pierre HaOet and his speech on
Tribalism and Nationalism ais re-
fens to the CUSO pirogiraimme.
Mr. Halet stated that we must
not try to fit the African into a
mould of Western civUHzaitiom for
what might be fane for us would
be disastrous and wrong in the
African situation. In essence, this
is the stand that CUSO takes,
that a volunteer goes in to help
the people serving and leamnimg
within the framework in which
he finds himself. Thus the volun-
teer works as a "free agent" to
make a "unique contribution"
without heavy government re-
strictions and a hoist of rules and
reigulailiions. Naturally be is a
representative from Canada but
theme is no guarantee that CUSO
increases international under-
standing. It must be remembered
that CUSO does not have any
meat, pre-packaged, made im Can-
ada,, solution to all the world's
ills. Thus I mod in consent to Mr.
Haffieit and was only sorry that so
many of our students missed this
chance to meet such a provocative
and outstanding peirsonaiMity.
Mary Dumsfoird.
Lockers and
inner space
To the Editor:
It's like this. You see, on re-
gistration day, I bandied the fel-
low a five, and when be gently
pushed my expectant palm awiay,
explaining that the locker wasn't
one but five dollars, I fought
and conquered my emotions, and
aiccepted the little mime with the
oombinaitiom. "After all," he said,
"you cam have one back at the
end of the year." "
"Mmm," I said, and moved on.
Well, upon trying my combina-
tion on "9", it didn't work! Flu-
stered, doubting my safecracking
■abilities, I tearfully explained to
the business office my plight.
"There, there," she said sym-
pathetically, "have you tried both
9's?"
With my combination clutched
itigtofily, I loped down to discover
"9" the second, and behold! it
worked.
I'll admit, it took a week or
two to be ready good enough at
both standing on my head and
miamipuliaitiing the books upside-
down, but fortunately I discover-
ed early that it wats easier and
faster-, if I put my book upside-
down, to read the titles.
That was going well until the
second Saturday, when, after'
knocking, kicking, biting myjtip,
and finally giving way to copious
tears, I realized that my books
were- locked in the ivy balls of
the Arte Building until MONDAY!
Had a good weekend though.
Then winter came. By standing
my books upsidediowm, three lay-
ers deep, I managed, if no one
ever stomped by my locker to
upset the balance, to utilize the
space in my "bottom half" to fit
in most of the books I used in
one day. However, as I mentioned
before, winter came. Well, I
wear my boots, coat, scarf, hat,
mittens, (and once in a while I
wear my curling boots, sweater
and slacks around my neck, for
security) but I'm net complain-
ing. I take every Sunday off,
every second Saturday off, and
I've heard from a Yoga expert
that anyone who stands on his
head for an hour a day wMI
never go senile. And I'm very
warm in my coat and boots, too.
G. Davies.
P.S. T don't mind paying a five
for half a locker, really. It's
taught me a lot about space con-
servation!
And once
again
defended
■ I —^—— ■■—■ 1111111 I I Will 11^
To the Editor: ■
My attention has been directed!
to Mr. Hertel's letter asking why
the African student's "smartly"l
stayed away from Mr. Hallet'a
lecture.
Unfortunately the lecture cama
up on "International Night" and!
we were busy at the University
of Waterloo Arts Theatre pre*
senting some of our cultural heri«
tage to andtiher set of people —*
minus the Cord Weekly reporter*
We felt uneasy that we hadn't
the opportunity to attend and pro-
bably contribute our quota to Mr.
Halet's research cm the Befe'isa
still-born baby, the Congo. When
Mr. Hallet next lectures we stain
be there with him.
After the Congo, which country
next? Nigeria?
Thamk yon, Paul Herteil.
Peter Kayode.:
(Continued from page 4)
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LYRIC!
■ • - - ■■ — ' ~ —
Showing Daily
1:30, 3:35, 5:45,
7:55 & 10:10 p.m.
■ ■!
FOLINO'S Barber Shops
and MEN'S HAIR STYLING
WATERLOO SQUARE MALL „ 576-4800
12 Chairs No Waiting:
SHOESHINE and MANICURE— Toronto Location —
Yorkdale Shopping Centre Store 97 789-3876
Flemingdon Park Shopping Centre - 429-1137
NEW HOURS
for your convenience
Mon. - Fri. 10:00 ■ 3:30Sat. 11:30 - 2:00
Shop now and get a FREE GIFT
with every $5.00 purchase.
Closed Mon., Nov. 27
CAMPUS SHOP
Student Union Building
'68 CHARGER
"~
WHAT A GREAT WAY TO CATCH
OodqSL J>£VJ2A.
CHARGER!
Its waiting for you
WENDELL MOTORS
861 KING ST. E. 742-3514
La Vogue
Ladies' & Sports Wear
10% STUDENT
DISCOUNT
* two full floors of thelatest fashions
* the store where you canfind nationally advertised
items
* catering to the Universityand business girl
IT'S SMART TO
SHOP
La Vogue
131 King St. W.
in the heart of downtown
Kitchener
745-9761
THE ORIGINAL
A£S£AT®AOAT
OF ENGLAND /'ftJX
ALSO
HEADQUARTERS
FOR
"Proper Fitting Is Our
Business"
IWALKWEL SHOES
\r 182 KING WEST
GLEN GRANGER, mgr.
Open Tues. - Sat.
SOUND-OFF
by Phil Attkins and Jim Whittrud
Very informative and lets
the students voice their
opinions. I would like to
see a "Super Hawk" ser-
ies added to the Cord.
The idea of the Cord its
alright, but I think there
could be many ways of
improving it; i.e. through
expansion, increased ad-
vertising and an earlier
date of publication each
week. Am increase in stu-
dent participation may
help resolve some of its
problems.
Seems to me to be a poor
advertisement for the uni-
versity, the articles are
often of poor quality; rela-
tive to those found in most
other University papers.
I don't think there aire too
many controversial issues
in the Cord which directly
affect the students. I do
appreciate the fact that
there are students like the
rest of us who devote their
time to produce a news-
paper.
Letters to the editor are
probably the best feature.
The Cord can't or won't
move out of its narrow
field of Univeirisdty news
and into local news and
controversy — Male editormight help.
One has oause to wonder
whether the newspaper is
run by the administration.
It definitely lacks interest
and vitality.
Question - What do you think of the CORD?
In the pa«t three yeare,
the Cord has tried to be
a broadsheet, a scandal
sheet and a forum for stu-
dent opiinions, it has al-
ways faffled and will con-
tinue to, until the editors
take a realistic approach
and are given a suitable
budget to produce a
"newspaper."
I think it serves some pur-
pose in uniting and in-
forming the students on
campus but this publica-
tion as a whole shows a
lack of guts.
The only thing that can
really happen is that it
can get bet/tec.
Mike McMahon
Ants II
Cameron Clark
Geography II
Wendy Scott
Arts I
John Knapp
Geography 111
Brigette Hohr
Gen. H
Allan McAdam
Geography 111
Michael Jones <
English 111
Chas. Grehan
Arte Extension
Sheldon Silver
Arts II
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Announcement
to
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
The Northern Miner, the foremost authority
on Canada's mining industry, now extends to
students a special yearly subscription rate.
This weekly mining newspaper published con-
tiriuously since 1915 has the largest mining
circulation in the world. It is a valuable
source of information for those engaged in,
investing in or selling to the mining industry
of Canada.
Start reading The Northern Miner each week— become acquainted with what's happen-ing, as it happens, in Canada's fast changing,
ever expanding mining industry.
Take advantage of this special student offer.
Complete the coupon below and mail it today.
￿ftbelßottberninline*
Canada's National Mining Newspaper
77 RIVER STREET — TORONTO 2, ONTARIO
Please send me one year's subscription to The
Northern Miner at the student subscription rate of
$5.00. Remittance enclosed.
Name —
Address ,
City Zone ■. Province .
School Attending .
Faculty , Year of Graduation...,
Both Coca-Cola and Coke are registered
trade marks which identify only the product of Coca-Cola Ltd.
-.:■■'•' '■'''" ''.'■'■ ■%■■ iy) ■'. -ytpM
Blind dates are a chance. But yon can always depend on ML Sfckrefreshing ("oca-Cola for the taste you never get tired of. mSP^fThat's why things go better with Coke, after Coke, after Sagmmm
Student Council Appointments
3 student representatives to sit on the Cultural
Affairs Committee of the Senate of the University
Applications shotdd be submitted in writing to the President
of the Student's Council by December 1, 1967.
University Billiard
Academy
Corner University and
King
LADIES WELCOME
Confectionery - TV
Open Daily 8 to Midnight
Sunday 10 till Midnight
Super Hawk flies again on On Campus radio
by Janet Warnes
"On-Oamipus is better than
«yer this year," says Fiona Mee.
•'We have a far better format!"
Co-worker Don Haugh agrees
and says that "there seems to be
more people this year who are
aware that there is such an ani-
mal as On-Oampus Radio."
Every Sunday afternoon a
■whole team of busy workers,
known collectively as the "On-
Caimpus Crew", proceed to put
together an hour-length program.
Some look up record numbers in
catalogues, some find the records
on the shelves, some check the
records for flaws and correct
[renditions, and some write the
sports section.
While some turn "The Lone
Banger Rides Again" (William
Tell Overture, dummy!) into
Super Hawk's new theme song,
ethers invent his weekly mis-
adventure.
Out of heated arguments, 9ighs
©f despair and general chaos
emerges a highly organised show
designed to interest everyone.
Variety is the word — variety of
Mvusic, from tops in Pops to My
Fair Lady; variety of interviews,
Srom world travellers to students;
from various comedy-cuts and
satires for entertainment to criti-
cal comnnentairiies serving as
food -for-thought.
When asked, "Why Super
Hawk?" Don Haugh and Fiona
Mcc, his script-writers, reiplied
enthusiastically, "It's a cultural
thing — it's fun to do, it servesas comic relief, and it's a way
to emit up legally what we want
to."
Both Don and Fiona seem to
think that although On-Oampus
is better this year than last, the
student body is still not accepting
it as well as tlhey Should.
"What we think the students
should be interested in, they don't
want. All they want to hear about
is music and sex. Anything cisc,
such as interviews, the majority
either turn off or skip while they
go out for a smoke."
Gn-Campus is the voice of
WLU. Linda Stookmam, another
teaim meimber, sums this up by
saying, "the purpose of the pro-
gram is to acquaint students with
what's happening on campus, for
their own entertainment.
"It's a good show, if they would
listen to it, but, as in amy show,
thiere is adways room for im-
provement."
photo by Lynn
The same crew composing the scripts just before
taping time on Sunday afternoon. This takes five
minutes.
photo by Lynn
Don Haugh, head of On Campus Radio, with Ross Phelps, Herb Spence and
Peter Miller. Super Hawk (Gary Gillis) just flew off into the distance with
Fiona but he will be back next week for more of the same.
at the flicks by Vie Slater
Warrendale
"It tears at your guts." These
were the words that Clyde Gil-
more used to describe this con-
troversial and award winning film
now playing at the Lyric Theatre.
And an appropriate phrase it
is too. For the documented ac-
tions of the emotionally disturb-
ed children that we see do not
arouse pity as much as they do
fear. A fear of the violence and
hatred that is entirely real and
threatening. A fear of the circum-
stances that pervert normal hu-
man emotion into a kind of rage
and self-hatred that is completely
inappropriate to what the situ-
ation calls for.
Warrendale, with obvious limi-
tations, is a real life sequel to
Lord of the Flies. It shows the
intensely violent and uncontroll-
ed nature that raw emotions can
take. It shows Tony, a young and
attractive young boy, at times
turn into a raging, cursing, ag-
gressive and completely uncon-
trolable animal. Only by pin-
ning the boy to the floor and
urging him to vent the rage can
he eventually be brought back to
calmness.
The film was originally com-
missioned by the CBC as a doc-
umentary on the new methods of
treatment therapy being used
at Warrendale. The film, how-
ever, was never broadcast because
of the childrens' liberal use of
the phrase, off, to everyone
in sight. This move on the part
of the CBC became so publicized
that Allan King Associates, the
producers of the film, had it re-
leased into the theatres, but only
with the "restricted" censorship
seal. ,
Warrendale takes us into the
very private lives of these 12
children (some are older adoles-
cents and not necessarily classi-
fied as children) to show us how
the staff attempt to give the chil-
dren firm direction and sincere
adult love. As I watched the
movie I was amazed at the pa-
tience which these staff members
must have to work with and love
children who hit them and try to
tear their hair out. But, thank
God, there are those who find
this rewarding.
The film follows no sequence
of events. It is a collection of the
more illustrative happenings from
film footage that originally ran
for more than 20 hours. But it is
still a fantastic, probing, educat-
ing flick that everyone should
see. Anyone who intends upon
having children some day should
be aware of the kinds of things
he will be up against. Warren-
dale is where it is, baby.
And, by the way, a plague upon
the CBC; I don't know whether
it was the fault of the CBC that
this movie wasn't shown on TV
or the fault of the public, but
whoever it was it shows the kind
of "Flying Nun" mentality that
surrounds us.
There's a movie out called Up
the MacGregors. That's what I
say, too.
on the shelf by Jim McDonald
The Unmaking of a mayor by William F. Buckley Jr.
What probably started out as
a piece of dry, cold journalism
has, because of Mr. Buckley's lack
of restraint, become a highly en-
tertaining, but sophisticated, book
of satirical political analysis. His
whiplash-like vocabulary stings
the toughest of liberal govern-
ment gladiators. Smears, name-
callings and distortions are ex-
posed by his fiery tongue activa-
ted by his computer-quick con-
servative mind. Sometimes hasty,
sometimes wrong, but always in-
teresting, he tells about himself
and his opponents in his fight
for mayor of the most feared of
all political arenas — New York
City.
The present mayor of New
York, John Lindsay, is Mr. Buck-
ley's chief target. Mr. Lindsay
claims that he is a Republican,
but is really an interloper (in the
election campaign, he ran as
"himself"). It is shown that he
voted with the Democrats to pass
bills that otherwise would not
have been passed a total of
thirty-one times. Mr. Lindsay fa-
vored such things as admitting
Red China to the U.N., the in-
crease of minimum wage laws,
and compulsory integration of
public schools, all directly op-
posite to fundamental Republi-
can principles.
Trying to explain his position,
he uttered the cryptic statement
"I am a Lincolnian," which if one
examines history, could mean
anything. Buckley is not soft on
him. He states "But" no where
does one find any public identifi-
cation of Lindsay with a set of
ideas designed to deliver New
York from the succubi that has
been emaciating the city." Know-
ing that it was a sure thing that
Lindsay would beocme mayor and
that he would beat left - biased
Democrat Abe Beame, Mr. Buck-
ley acknowledges the best rea-
son why. "The differences, he
says, between Mr. Beame and
Mr. Lindsay are biological, not
political."
Anecdotes my sharp - witted
politicians usually indicate only
that — sharp wit, but Mr. Buck-
ley carves up an opponent know-
ing that he can support any of
his barbs with logic and fact.
His clever phrases concerning the
opposition are always thoroughly
delightful and they added a new
dimension to New York politics.
Buckley on Lindsay's writing
6tyle: "all by himself Lindsay
inserted those phrases which
caused and cause great pain to
the unwaxed ear." On Lindsay's
denial of going witch - hunting
with him: "Well, it's too bad to
have somebody deny the highest
glory of his career." On the de-
bate he had with Lindsay: "Ido have some sort of addiction to
logical, prepositional though. I'm
not surprised he doesn't under-
stand me ... No, I do not be-
lieve Mr. Powell is a Communist— he is too opportunistic to beanything so unpopular at this
moment."
Besides being enormousuly en-
tertaining, The Unmaking of a
Mayor is a serious political docu-
ment showing the extreme defi-
ciencies of moderate and left-
wing thought. Clearly exhibited
are the macabre smear tactics of
liberal politicians and special li-
beral newspapers. Speeches and
writings by Mr. Buckley and
other right - wing conserva'/zes
such as Barry Goldwater are tak-
en out of context, distorted, and
sometimes even completely re-
worded by the liberal character
assassins. These deceive the pub-
lic and enhance the weak, in-
consistent, and inept left - wing
ideas. Both sides of the story are
given here so that one can judge
for himself. It will be evident
that Mr. Buckley, although some-
times questionable, provides the
most effective solutions to so-
ciety's evils compatible with the
spirit of individual freedom. Most
interesting are his ideas on man-
dated free tuitions. in schools,
rent conrtol, labor union power,
and federal urban renewal, all of
which, for good reasons, he most
heartily disagrees with.
This book is daring, forceful,
and compelling reading. It shows
pointedly the condition that this
culture is in. When asked whe-
ther he had any chance of win-
ning, he answered simply "no."
The reason is obvious. Honesty,
intelligence, and frankness are
rarely rewarded in this age.
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Canadians helping Mexicans
by Claire Collings
To adapt to a different cul-
ture, to speak a different lan-
guage, to live in a different cli-
mate are not easy tasks. And
then to presume to act as catal-
ysts to help people help them-
selves requires a deep commit-
ment to both yourself and the
rest of mankind, plus the courage
to attempt to act this commit-
ment out.
Many people have this commit-
ment, this courage — differentpeople live their commitment out
in different ways. For some Ca-
nadian University students, one
way was through the Co-Ordina-
tion of Inter-American Student
Projects (CIASP), a Christian
organization whose primary pur-
poses are community develop-
ment and personal, growth of
members and of those with whom
the members come in contact.
I and eighty-nine other stu-
dents spent two months this sum-
mer on a community develop-
ment project in the Sierra Madres
in Hidalgo State, Mexico.
Don, from Western, and Jo-
anne, from Windsor, came with
me to our rancho of Zapotal. For
two months we lived with the
Mexicans of this beautiful but
extremely poor village.
Prior to leaving for Mexico,
all of us took conversational
Spanish, listened to talks on
Mexican culture and psychology,
health and nutrition, community
development, group dynamics, so-
cial awareness, and motivation;
participated in lively discussions;
and raised funds. After these
seven months of preparation, we
had a five day crash orientation
program in Mexico City, the
beautiful, national capital.
We came to know and to love
the villagers, who had much to
teach us. They came to know
and to love us: we had much
to teach them.
Every morning we got up at
six a.m., splashed our faces with
cold water, if there was any left
in the buckets. If not Don would
walk down the mountain with
the empty pails and stagger back
with them full of well water.
Jo and I alternated as cooks —cooking over an open clay-like
structure in a gloomy little hut.
After breakfast we would visit
four or five homes in the lower
rancho — twenty minutes downthe mountain. Around noon, we
played with the school kids, the
kids that would have been out
working in the fields helping
their mothers at home, if we
hadn't been in this rancho the
year before. After this we'd visit
homes in the upper rancho.
Don would sometimes go out
to the fields with the men, and
come back exhausted and raven-
ous. After supper, the men from
the two ranchos came to the bas-
ketball court (the only piece of
level land around), to play, to
watch, to talk, to relax.
All the while we'd be sounding
the people out as to what they
felt was their most pressing need,
as to what they could do about
it, as to what Mexican social ser-
vices were available to assist
them. The men had meetings
once a week, we went and par-
ticipated in this democratic func-
tion.
Since all of the Mexicans on
our rancho were Catholics, we
started the Rosary (prayers) on
Sunday. This was one of the few
things that had meaning for
them. Gradually the attendance
increased and gradually a Mexi-
can took over as leader of the
Rosary and we became partici-
pants. (This is a good example
of what we. want to do — work
ourselves' out of the picture, be-
come unessential.)
The Mexicans came to trust us,
to know that we weren't do-good-
ers, or gringo tourists. We had
laid a foundation, built on pat-
ience, understanding, hard work,
faith, hope and love.
When we left three other
students came to continue on
the CIASP work.
Now our rancho will have a
federalized school, now the kids
can become educated and per-
haps break out of their poverty-
ridden circle. Now our rancho
has a sandal-making and selling
store. (Mexicans in our area
wear strong, sturdy sandals or
bare feet — more often thannot the latter.) Now our rancho
knows that others care, that there
is some hope in the future.
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Gord Crosby
VOLKSWAGEN
OFFERS A
STUDENT DISCOUNT
For Authorized VW Service
and
Complete Collision Service
WILL ARRANGE TRANSPORTATION
THURSDAY 'TILL 9 P.M. BY APPOINTMENT
2500 King E. Kitchener 745-6881
ENJOY THE CONGENIAL ATMOSPHERE
OF THE
PILOT RESTAURANT
ACROSS FROM WATERLOO SQUARE
742-6548
offering a STUDENT MEAL CARD
$10.75 worth of meals for only $10.
Your host, Chris, and hostess, Anne, would like to meet you.
PILOT SPECIAL:
Businessman's Luncheon 90c to $1.35
Ws like working
with tomorrow'
Ron Murray, a programmer withLondon Life
"When I was in university, I oftenheard students say the insurance ,
business is dull. You can toss
that idea out the window. As a
computer programmer with London Life,
I tackle a wide variety of business
situations. My task —to help IB!London Life serve nearly 2 million -,C £j
policyowners faster and more Wtefficiently through electronics. w»P^Bfi|^
To do this I often work with JUTaB y&^forecasted future situations. And I raPjH Wkhave to keep tip with the JffirWinllightning-quick developments
Mt...,. ■.■■■-:■, Hin the computer field. W§iijSH m BiHUiii
It's like working with tomorrow." X ft
Ron is a 1963Queens University fj|
graduate in honors math. Asa W^^^senior programmer he analyzes Ay?: wMmi W0 'new developments in the computer field W^sßto keep London Life in the forefront V- ''■■■ ■'£"'■»■of business electronics. It you MKM ■ WHare interested in a career in I i-:.P* ""j
computer programmingand systems ■:-. "..?lHf^^Bßanalysis, see your placement officer mj Wk jB
about opportunitieswith London Lite. ll^^BS^^TP'sSOr write to the Personnel Department, 1
London Life Insurance Co., . i §1 ■ ■London. Ontario. iHL™»> ' ■ S|
London Life Insurance Company
Head Office: London, Canada
Kitchener Market
Saturday morning in old Ontario
Your eyes are pulled in a
dozen directions at once by the
bright colours; your nostrils
twitch as they try to assimilate
and distinguish the dozens of
odours which fill the air and
you curse your lack of funds.
Where are you?
The Kitchener Market at nine
o'clock on Saturday morning. You
consider it indecent to be up
and about before Saturday noon,
but the Market is busy and has
been ever since it opened short-
ly after dawn.
Everywhere there is something
to tantalize you, whether its the
odour of home-made bread and
pies, the acrid odour of sauer-
kraut, the autumn smell of ap-
ples, or the golden buttery smell
of the squash; the burnished
purple of the cabbages or the
almost indecently beautiful
steaks. Everything is fresh and
refreshing and you suffer from a
delightful state of indecision.
What to see next, what to buy,
who to talk to? Should you buy
that cheese, or those apples, or
those grapes or those . . . ?
The foreign tongues in the air
transport you to someplace in
Europe.
The Mennonite costumes and
the German dialects make you
feel that you are in the Ruhr
valley, but that man over there,
who is buying bread, convinces
you that you are in France.
The Mennonite women, with
their plain clothes, un-adorned
face and lace caps are somehow
comforting. The little children
behind the counters implore you
with your eyes to buy their ap-
ples or dnions or whatever, so
that they may outsell their older
brothers.
The old men want to advise you
on anything and everything. They
tell you that you must work hard
in university so that when you
are old like they are, you won't
have to struggle. You buy some
candy and, with a wink, they slip
you a few extra pieces. The wo-
man at the next table tells you
that she would not reveal her
secret recipe, but you look like
a nice girl, so she tells you her
favorite secret. You thank her
and move off a few feet and lis-
ten to her tell the next person
the same story.
The people who are purchasing
their week's groceries are cheer-
ful as they carefully choose
their chieesie, fruit or perhaps buy
a Christmas stocking for a grand-
child or a hand-made lace table
cloth or an exquisitely fashioned
doll's dress. They see their
friends here every week and
come as much for the gossip as
for the goods.
The Market is an ephemeral
trip to another world, where the
momentous decision is to choose
which of fifty types of cheese to
buy.
When you leave you feel re-
freshed and uplifted, as if you
had been bathed in the dew-drops
which glisten on the celery
leaves.
. . . housewives and factory workers, children and
grandmothers all standing patiently in line for the
turnips and carrots, the eggs and sausages . . .
weekly shopping for half the city . . .
and the old men, who have watched the market change for sixty years or
more . . . still ready to offer advice to the young as they sit beside their
children and grandchildren . . . somehow disinterested in the bustle around
them.
Nine o'clock on a Saturday morning behind city hall . . . nineteenth-century
shopping baskets jostling with twentieth-century grocery bags . . . the stalls
half empty now after four hours of market, but still open for the late-rising
city dwellers . . .
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Story by Elizabeth Massiah
Photos by Dave Cox I
Phi Kappa Pi Fraternity
Presents
3 TO 1
plus
THE PHASE I
SAT., NOV. 25 8:30 - 1:00
FOOD SERVICES
U of W
CASUAL DRESS
Just who all those girls are
"Go Hawks Go!"
Well, finally for adil the boys
on campus we are featuring ttoie
real reason why. all mien go to
football and baiskieil)l»atll games:
the cheerleaders.
Cheering our Hawks on to vic-
tory this year are Libbie West-
land, Sue Rabimisom, Nomii Camp-
bell, Lydia Jaieuibowski, Debbie
Wright and Diame Shier.
Captain Liable Westland stated
that "the crowds have peatily
been einrtibusiasbk this year,
Which makes our job a lot eas-
ier.' Most of the girls have cheer-
ed in High School but for ail girls
except Libbie this is their first
year of college ctaeriieiadtinig.
The girls practise am average
of four hours a week in the T.A.
(soinry! I couldn't get' the times)
working on mutinies to go along
with the cheers.
The girls are elliigiilblie tor the
same athletic awards that go to
meimibens of amy girdis' Vairsilby
team.
This year, male dheeirfeadieins
were also added amid they were
lam Smith, Bob May, Roger Lilt-
tie amd Wayne Moore.
The cheerleaders add am attrac-
tive reason to go out amid see a
lew Hawk BatskebbaM games.
Maybe they'll even do a few cart-
wheels!
Libbie Westland, dheerHeiadiimg
captain, is a 52" brunette from
Grimsby. Libbie is in her second
yean- in the General Arts program!
and is majoring in French and
psychoolgy. Libbie is 19 yeairs old.
Lydia Jakubowski, a fresiheibte
hails from Clarkson. She is 5'
4%", blonde and 18 years old.
Noni Campbell, an 18-year-olid
fresheibbe, comes from Downs-
view. Noni is 54" taM amd has
brown hair.
Sue Robinson is cheering this
year without having had amy pre-
vious experience being a cheer-
leader. Sue comes from Oinicin-
aitti, Ohio awd is 20. She is 54"
tail, amid blonde, and, and, . . .
Sue is very interested •in the
equestrian art.
Diane Wright, from Fort Erie,
is the tallest of the ciheerleiadiers
at 56". Diane is a French major
in her sophomore year amid is 20
yeairs old.
Debbie Shier haiis from West
Hill. She is a freishebte in the
General Ants program. Debbie is
5'2y2" tali amd 18 years olid.
Your cheerleaders, left to right — Noni Campbell, lan Smith, Lydia Jakubow-ski, Sue Robinson, Bob May, Roger Little, Debbie Shier, Dianne Wright, and
Libbie Westland.
Hawks go to Fredonia
Along with McMaster, Fredonia
State and Genesco State College,
the WLU Golden Hawks will play
in an international basketball
tourney in Fredonia, New York.
The tourney will be a two-day
affair running December 1 and 2.
The first game at 6:30 Friday
night will see the Hawks take
on the McMaster Marauders. The
second game of the evening will
be between Fredonia and Genesco
State College. This arrangement
ensures a Canadian vs. American
final which should add to the in-
terest considerably.
The tourney is being held in
conjunction with Fredonia State's
100th anniversary and promises
to be an exciting weekend.
In a symbolic show of athletic
ability students from WLU and
McMaster will dribble a basket-
ball about 90 miles from the T.A.
at WLU to the Peace Bridge in
Fort Erie. There students from
the two American colleges will
dribble the ball to Fredonia and
signal the start of activities.
The total distance covered will
be close to 15(J miles.
About 42 men will participate
from Mac and WLU. Starting
time is noon on Thursday Novem-
ber 30. The dribblers should get
to the Peace Bridge by 10:00 a.m.
on Friday.
The route followed will be by
Highway 8 to Stoney Creek then
up the escarpment to highway 20
which leads eventually to Fort
Erie.
A bus shuttle service will keep
the participants warm and rested
between stints of dribbling the
ball toward Buffalo.
There are a limited number of
tickets to be sold on a first-come
first - served basis. Accommoda-
tions will be your own lookout so
if you plan on going make sure
you have somewhere to stay.
Herb Spence, senior class presi-
dent, is in charge of organization
and should be contacted for tic-
kets or any information on the
tourney.
The event will be well-covered.
A.P., U.P., Time and Life will
all be covering the event, so if
you have a yen to appear in Life
or Time here's your chance.
The Hawks have a good chance
to win this tourney and it cer-
tainly would be a real feather in
Coach Howard Lockhart's cap if
they can win.
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Outstanding t/J^'im,
Young Men's lj|| Hf
Popular i H
Prices |il
179 King St. W.
Kitchener
Professor Bruce W. Hodgins
associate professor of history at Trent University,
will speak on
JOHN SANFIEID MACDONALD
Thursday, November 30, 8:00 p.m.
in Room 201 Seminary
CANADA PACKERS
OFFER YOU
2
fl /"\f\ W\
OI wwI
IN
-".Lr j: /J "4AB:KfiTlf4l3 ￿Hi >f - : -*.ri^'s &
: &. rnmmmiAimtAi>W4S - te&- ';
at tfi?te" srrdrs§«f tterifjis f«
SMAftAB D*Mmss
SUNDAY
MOVIE
"A Patch of
Blue"
starring
Sidney Poitier
Shelley Winters
& Elizabeth Hartmani
November 26
IEI
8:00 P.M.
©Canada Manpower centreDepartment ofManpower and Immigration
Arts and Science Graduating Class
REWARDING CAREERS
are open for a limited number of graduates
as Manpower Counsellors in the
challenging field of
MANPOWER
The Federal Department of Manpower and Immigration' has
been assigned the task of achieving better and more effi-
cient use of our manpower resources.
As a part of this plan we require a ruumlber of University
graduates, interested in working with people, who will be
looaited in Canada Manpower Centres throughout Ontario.
They will assess the potential of employees and the needs
of employers. They will assist employees to attain thedr
maxdirnum potential either through re-training or assistance
in geographical mobility.
No written examination is required and successful appli-
cants will have the satisfaction of knowing that they are
making a significant contribution to the prosperity of their
fellow Canadians and of Canada as a whole.
Remuneration and opportunities for advancement are com-
parable to those offered by business and industry.
Interviews will be held in the University on Dec. H, 1967.
For further information see jnomr University Placement Of-
ficer.
Department of Manpower and Immigration
Defeat Osgoode 8-3
Hawks win league opener
by Bill Furse
The Hawks opened the hockey
season last Wednesday thumping
the Osgoode Owls 8-3.
Despite the score the game
wais a hard fought battle. The
scone was 2-1 at the end of the
first period and 3-2 at the end of
the second period. In the third
stanza the Hawks exploded for
five goals to ace the game.
Osgoode swarmed around the
Hawk net for the first two min-
utes of the game and only ex-
celerat goal tending by Ken Payne
prevented the Owls from scaring.
The Hawks soon regained their
composure and evened up the
play. The first goal eaime at the
ten minute mark when lan light-
foot deflected a shot from the
point. Four minutes the score
was 2-0 on a goal by the Hawk
Defenceman Barry Byspollko. Os-
goodie never let up and finally
bit the score sheet at 17:50. En-
spite of the barrage in the first
two minutes, the Hawks outshot
Osgoode 14 to 12.
The Hawks started the secondperiod much stronger than tlhe
first and Pete Mineirson scored
at the 55 second mark on a back-
hand shot. Osgoode tihiein. started
to check very aggressively and
hit with aggressiveness. The play
gradually became rougher with
Osgoode banding out the hardest
checks. The checking paid off at
the 13:28 mark when Osgoode
scored. The .puck went straight
up after hittiing goal tender Ken
Payne and dropped into the net.
The hitting continued until Banry
Irwin was knocked out with a
crushing check. Bamry had to be
taken to hospital for observation.
The play settled down and the
score remained 3-2 till the end of
the second period.
The Hawks showed their best
form in the third period when
they scored five goals. The first
one caime at the two minute mark
off the stick of lan ligbtifoot. Os-
goode was siKM not out of the
game until the 14 minute mark
when 'the Hawks scored two goals
in 20 seconds. John McDonald's
drive seemed routine but it got
away from the goalkeeper. Stan
GaCits came from a scramble in
front of the net. Thirty seconds
later Osgoode scored their third
and last goal. Mineirsion and Pea-
nuts O'FUahriity rounded the
scoring with goals late An the
third period.
The second game was Wed.,
Nov. 22 alt home against the
University of Windsor,
Plumbers win snowy rally
by Joe Fox
The combination of wet snow
during the day and cold temper-
atures at night transformed the
local country roads into skating
rinks on Saturday night, making
the Autosport Club's car rally
a true test of driving skill.
Besides the hazard of the
greasy skid stuff, a printing er-
ror in the directions added to
the misery of the novice sport
car enthusiasts. The omission of
a left turn in the third section
of the instructions rendered the
last part of the rally useless and
forced the clerks of the course
(meaning the "big wheels" of
autosport competitions to use the
third check-point as the finish-
ing line.
A team of Plumbers won a
pair of Water-too Lutheran beer
mugs by placing first out of the
twenty entrants. The combina-
tion of Donella Cogden and Glenn
Shipman completed the course
with a loss of only seventeen
points while Derek Peancutt and
Keith Moore compiled twenty
points and placed second.
Jack leBreton and Phil Attking
were a close third with twenty-
one points counting against them.
Since the competition was a
novice event, a handicap system
was- used against the experienced
participants. Bob Rowell and his
wife Mary came over from a
Guelph sports club and recorded
the third best score but were
relegated to sixth position in the
final standings because their sta-
tus as "experts" tripled their
score.
Despite the fact that the ma-
jority of scores were high, as
were the number of dnf's, the
participants enjoyed the competi-
tion and everyone had a good
time. The abundance of potholes
in Waterloo County's rural routes
caused a few exaust systems to
fall off and headlights to pop
out. The majority of competi-
tors, however, were new to the
sport and had a difficult time
following the tricky instructions.
One participant reported ar-
riving at an intersection and
meeting other members of the
competition coming from the oth-
er three directions. Such minor
errors are all part of novice ral-
lies and can be chalked up as
experience.
Waterloo Lutheran will have
two entries in a seven hundred
mile intercollegiate oar rally be-
ing held at Western this week-
end. Ron Bohaychuk and Jim
Kempffer will form one team
while Wayne Rutledge will drive
the other ear with Jim Bales as
navigator.
The next project of the club
is a Gymkhana on Saturday of
Winter Carnival weekend. Com-
plete details of this test of driv-
ing skill will be available in the
near future.
As I See It
by Rich Danziger Sports Editor
There is a happy group of fiends on campus who go
disguised as the Waterloo College Auto Sport Club.
Last Saturday night they held their annual night of
sadism, cleverly disguised as a novice rally.
Being the naive auto enthusiast I am, I decided, rather
foolishly, to enter. After all what is there to a rally?
All you have to do is follow instructions and watch"
your odometer, right?
Well sports fans, let me tell you that isn't the casflfc
The Auto Sport Club provide-d a set of instructions
that probably would have made more sense if they had
been written backwards in Polish.
The first words my navigator ( a female type) utter-
ed to me were,
"Lets see go SA to the TS and BR after the TS till
you come to a V where you CAS to 40 MPH."
"No kidding? What's all that mean?"
"Well I don't know Rich that's exactly what it says. . . Oh look, it's a code: SA means straight ahead and
TS means.
I could see it was going to be a long night.
In a briefing before the race a happy, smiling official
told all the drivers that they shouldn't have any trou-
ble and that all the roads were in great condition. Then
he hopped into his tow truck and sped away into the
night. The last thing I heard him mutter in between
maniacal laughter was "Let's see at $2.00 a tow for
20 cars and they should get stuck at least ..."
The rest of the night was spent in overwhelming con-
fusion with brief flashes of hope when you finally found
that elusive cut-off or checkpoint.
Actually I saw a wonderful crossection of farm yards,
dead ends, swamps and and grade "z" roads. However
the camardarie between rally crews was really inspira-
tional.
"C'mon Rich cut him off before he passes. Turn
out your lights so nobody can tell we've found the
right way."
I guess we all survived the evening not too much the
worse for wear except for the guy in the Spitfire who
went through a fence and the driver who bent his tie
rods and the car that spun off into the gorge and the
guy who . . .
The rally was made a bit more interesting by a mis-
take in the instructions which sent everybody hurtling
down every back road in Welsey township trying to
find that elusive right hand corner.
"Well there has to be a right turn here."
"Let me clue you faithful navigator it isn't there."
Emotionally — "It must be if it isn't I'll scream."It's about my shattered eardrums.
All kidding aside the rally was a lot of fun and
really quite well organized.
Oh yeah, Thanks Pete for pushing me out of that
swamp.
* * *The B Ball Hawks go against the Windsor Lancers
in Windsor this Saturday. This game should show how
good the Hawks really are. The Lancers lost quite a
few of their key personnel but will be as strong as ever.
The Lancers probably have the finest coach in Canada
in Bob Samaras, who was "High School Coach of the
Year" a few years ago in Detroit.
Samaras always produces strong, well-drilled clubs
who remain tough all game.
Back from last years national championship squad are
Bob Navetta, Andy Auch and Ed Lanktree. Samaras
has reached into Detroit for some solid players and
the return of Dave Crow a 6' 5", 230 lb. forward from
academic ineligibility insures a good squad.
Samaras has been quoted as saying that this year's
squad "reminds me very much of the last year's team
when they were in their sophomore year."
That team went undefeated in Canada and won the
national championship so it is obvious that the Hawks
will have to hustle to win.
For any of you really keen basketball fans here's a
chance to see some great ball. Don Snider, the basketball
writer of the Chevron is organizing a trip to see a
double header of basketball in Chicago. Featured will
be Loyola of Chicago, The University of New Mexico,
Duke, and Notre Dame.
If you are interested get in touch with me at the Cord
office or Don Snider at the Chevron office.
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"Coffee
and
spaghetti
house"
32 KING STREET SOUTH
(3rd floor) 744-2911.
Entertainment
6 Nights A Week
Featuring:
Charlie Robertson
Tonight Fri., Nov. 24
Sat,, Nov. 25
Sun., Nov. 26
Joe Hall
Tues., Nov. 28
Wed., Nov. 29
Thurs., Nov. 30
EUGENE FELLNER
BARBER SHOP
Columbia & Lester
2 chairs, fast service
Student $1.50
DO YOU WANT TO
GET AWAY QUICKLY
K-W TRAVEL
"Arrangements are their business"
576-0770 196 King St. East
=RECORDS =
Popular, Classical,
Jazz, Folk, etc.
(Special orders given
prompt attention)
STUDENT DISCOUNT ON
LPs 15% OFF LIST PRICE
George Kadwell Ltd.
Waterloo Square, 744-3712
Fairview Park, 742-1831
FORWELL
SUPER VARIETY
You Need It
They've Got It
corner King &
University
Some events can fill the TA
The Bitter End
by Ol' Koot
"What nightmare's this your dragging me into?"
"Humanities. Come on!"
"I know nothing about it. Life's alright to me."- "Say that when it comes." Christopher Fry
This time I'm going to speak about the shakiest ground
concievable, the future.
The. future comes out of the present. Everyone knows
that to be trite and abundantly evident. But what is
iiot so evident in fact is just what the present is. . ■
There are few men in. history that have understood
the times in which they lived. Euripedes, Christ, Goethe,
Napoleon, Darwin. Albert Camus, and our own Marshall
McLuhan are a.few. There have been others but at best
there have been two dozen.
The present is perhaps the most difficult thing to un-
"derstand. It is like asking what are you this very mo-
ment. Derived from the whole of your experience and
capability, accepting that you are always changing,
what are'you?
The point is asking just that question of man today.
JVhat are we?
■ Marshall McLuhan I think has done a great deal in
understanding the external reality of the present. He
is the oracle of communication, and we are beginning
as he says an age of almost total external communica-
tion.
Things a world apart are united at the speed of light.
The/ world for the first time is in an era where what
happens to one happens to all simply because we are
aware of it so well. We have all seen men die before
our eyes. Remember the Buddhist monks who burned
themselves in gasoline in Vietnam and Laos. We can
no longer feel the fragmentation of us from them. It is
going to be our world. More and more mass media is
serving one undeniable and persistent function. It is
making us face almost totally the responsibility of be-
ing human.
I am convinced that Mr. McLuhan is right about so-
ciety. The world is going through a process of retribal-
jzation. The "global village" is within the reach of the
next few generations. Never before has such a thing been
possible and never before will such power, both con-
structive and destructive, be unleashed. One thing that
is going to fall is the fragmentary concept of national
ism. Vested interest from here onward is goring to be
destroyed and all those who oppose it will fall. Sadly,
it will often be by force, because power is not easily
given over by those whose vested interest that power
serves. The world will become one or destroy itself with-
in the next fifty years. You will see either the great
awakening of human potential or the end of civilization.
You will without a doubt see the most destructive per-
iod in history and the bitterest.
It will begin in the west most certainly. The young
generation already demands violently that their nations
be guided by principles of humanity rather than nation-
alism. Youth is less and less willing to serve hypocricy.
It is only common humanity to question the right of one
nation to kill for the sake of anything but humanity.
As prevalent as apathy is, it is going to die in the next
fifty years because where there is destruction people
have to pick a side or perish. As Mr. McLuhan says,
"the hardest times to live are the time when society is
changed." Fragmented, individualized, self-centred so-
cieties will not die easily, but they will die. It is as un-
avoidable as thought or feeling.
I am convinced that there will be a great war. It will
be necessary to destroy China. They are awakening to
the fragmented concepts that built imperialist Japan,
Nazi Germany as well as the United States. Their na-
tionalism and their needs will force us to destroy them.
It is more than likely that Russia will participate in this
with the west, unless they are forced to do it alone.
We are entering the first age of revolution in history,
for never before has the world and humanity been con-
ceivable as whole.
What we will see in the next fifty years will hurl the
world into despair and you will have no choice but to
share in it because you will be a part of a whole. Out of
our suffering and the destruction of millions before our
eyes will come mankind at last. Whether it is worth it
or not you will feel it's price.
"Come with, me."
"Where are we going?'
"If necessary
To break our hearts. It's as well for the world."
Christopher Fry
Yanks defeat basketball Hawks in close game
by Joe Fox
The Golden Hawks opened the
basketball season Wednesday,
dropping a close 88-80 decision
to Pikesville of Kentucky.
The jammed TA audience saw
Pete Misikowetz break the WLU
one-game scoring record as he
dumped in 41 points. Pete broke
his own previous record which
stood at 37 points.
The score remained close
throughout the game but the tal-
ler Kentuckians pulled away in
the dying minutes of the con-
test to hand the Hawks their
first defeat of the season.
The Hawks opened the seaniinig
early and jumped into the lead
for a short time, only to have
the Bears tie the score at the
five-minute mark. From this
point until the end of the game
the lead continually changed
hands as the pin-point shooting
of Misikowetz was equalized by
the number of foul shots the
Pikesville team poured through
the hoop.
The Kentucky team averaged
welt above the Hawks in the
height department, but the two
smallest men on the squad —
Steve Butcher and Ralph Good
controlled the offense from their
guard positions.
While receiving encouragement
and suggestions from their gar-
rulous coach, the guards indi-
cated their plays with hand sig-
nals and executed well.
Big Jim Kreuter was especi-
ally effective under the basket
and Roger Campbell made some
good moves along the base line.
Pikesville played the short pas-
sing, fake and roll-out type of
game and depended on the re-
bounding of Rich Maynard, Jim
Berrdure and Jim Kreuter.
The Bears definitely controlled
the backboards and showed their
superiority in the key. Their
coach, while pleased with his
team's performance, indicated
that their fast break wasn't as
successful as he felt it could
have been.
The main factor for the Hawks'
good sffoO'winig wais Pete Miiisiloo-
wetz, who broke his own record
of 37 points by hitting for 17
field goailis aed seven fool stoats
for a total of 41.
The Pikesville coach had no-
thing but praise for him, claiming
they "did everything but carry
him into the dressing room" to
prevent him from scoring.
Norm Cuttiford also played
well for the Hawks and scored
14 points despite the size and
skill of the men playing oppo-
site him. The other member of
the two-post defense,' Don Baird,
potted nine points to place third
in the team's scoring. Starling
guard Bob Bain hit for 7 points
while Sandy Nixon had a disap-
pointing five-point total.
The Hawks showed much speed
and confidence but were beaten
by fouls. 43% of the Bears'
points came from free-throws.
Not only did these gift points
hurt the Hawks directly on the
scoreboard, but the number of
fouls cost them the services of
Baird, Lossberg, Cuttiford and
Bain in the crucial dying mo-
ments of the game. The score
was 63-63 at the 10-minule mark
of the last half, but free throws
and the bonus, plus the loss of
key players, lost the game for the
Hawks. The Hawks were also
outclassed in the rebound depart-
ment, especially on offense and
must be more aggressive if the
ranik of number one is to be
achieved.
The Pikesville coach was em-
phatic in expressing the high
calibre of basketball that WLU
demonstrated and said he hoped
it was an indication of the whole
Canadian system. Mr. Lockhart
was generally pleased with his
teams effort and was happy that
his two post oiCflemise was success-
ful against a polished club like
the Bears.
The Hawks make their next
start against another tough team
— the Lancers — in Windsor onSaturdiay. The next bonne game
is on Tuesday night when York
will provide the opposition.
Capsule comments . . . Both
coaches were quick to point oul
that it was the first game of the
season and the teams haven't
been practising for long . . .
Pefoe Misikowetz's old foul shot
record of 27 for 30 set in Wind-
sor two years ago still stands . . «
PAkeisviMe is even a simpler school
tham WLU with am eoroQllment of
1100 ... it is affiliated with the
Presbyterian .Church . . . every
player on the team has a sports
scholarship; even the manager,
storekeeper, and the manager
who carries the towels around
receive partial scholarships for
their efforts . . . the enthusiasm
of the fans was overwhelming —
a good indication of the school's
winning attitude . . . there is
nothing wrong with fans getting
riled up when their team is be-
ing beaten —• remember whatBud Grant siadd: "Show me a
good loser, and I'll show you a
loser."
Photo by Attkins
Height makes fthe difference as big Jim Kreuter
demonstrates here, outjumping Hawk guard Pete
Misikowetz to pick off a rebound.
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BERKLEY TAVERN
SMORGASBORD
1405 King E. Kitchener
NOON «o f
EVENING ~.';.. Poo
WEEKEND (Noon) ' ' Vo'okNIGHTLY After 9 P.M [ ZZZZZZZZ ?L25BANQUET ROOMS AVAILABLE
Waterloo IGA
Top Valu
Apple Sauce
14 oz.
6 for 88c
Top Valu
Peanut Butter
48 oz. Jar
88c
Morton
Pot Pies
4 for 88c
